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Bakgrund: Migration är ett vanligt förekommande fenomen idag vare sig den är ofrivillig eller
frivillig. Mycket forskning har gjorts om den ofrivilliga flyktingmigrationen men ytterst lite
forskning har fokuserat på den frivilliga migrationen, då i synnerhet gällande högutbildade
individer med special kompetens.

Avgränsningar: Vi har begränsat oss till att studera de mer rationella orsakerna till inflödet av
utländsk kompetens, vilka anses vara lättare för en stat att påverka. Vidare så har vi fokuserat oss
mot de individer som anses vara högutbildade eller inneha en speciell eftertraktad kompetens.
Studien är också begränsad till att studera migration av högutbildad arbetskraft mellan i-länder.

Syfte: Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka orsakerna till det nettoinflöde av utländsk
kompetens till ett visst land vilka kan påverkas av statliga åtgärder. I vårt fall har vi använt oss av
Nederländerna som ett studieobjekt i vår undersökning för att se vad den nederländska staten
gjort för att attrahera utländsk kompetens.

Genomförande: Uppsatsen baseras på empiriska resultat som insamlades under en veckas
uppehåll i Nederländerna. Vi har också använt oss av litteratur och artiklar angående migration av
högutbildade. Viss statistik data angående Nederländerna har också använts.

Resultat: Vi har funnit att orsakerna till migration av högutbildade individer styrs av både
rationella och irrationella faktorer som mer eller mindre kan påverkas av statliga åtgärder. Vad
gäller Nederländerna så har man inte tagit några åtgärder med det explicita syftet att attrahera
utländsk kompetens. Detta har blivit en positiv konsekvens av den nederländska statens försök att
attrahera utländska direktinvesteringar. Slutligen har vi funnit att ”brain drain” inte nödvändigtvis
är en negativ företeelse på lång sikt.
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Background: It is a common phenomenon for people today to leave their country of origin to move
to another country. Involuntary movements have been the focus of much research, however little
has been done to explain why voluntary migration takes place specifically amongst highly skilled
individuals.

Purpose: The purpose of this report is therefore to investigate the reasons for the net inflow of
foreign skilled workforce to a country, which a government can influence. In doing so we have
made use of the Netherlands as a case study.

Limitations: We have focused on the inflow of foreign competence for more rational reasons,
which a country's government could have some influence upon. Furthermore, we will concentrate
on those individuals who are considered to be highly educated or specialists. The study is limited
to the migration of skilled labour from one industrialised country to another.

Manner of Proceedings: The report is based on empirical results collected during a weeks visit to
the Netherlands. We have also made use of literature and articles treating the brain drain-brain
gain phenomenon. Some use of statistics regarding the Netherlands has also been used.

Results: We have found that the reasons for the migration of highly skilled labour is dependent on
both rational and irrational factors of influence. The possibility for a government to influence any
of these issues varies. Regarding the Netherlands nothing has been done with the explicit intent of
attracting foreign competence, this has been a positive side effect in the attempt to attract FDI.
Finally we have found that brain drain is not necessarily a bad phenomenon in the long run.
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1 Background
Why do people move? This is a question that has been interesting all
through history. Millions of years ago it could have been due to climatic
changes or lack of food, researchers are still trying to find out why huge
populations migrated from one continent to another. People have kept on
moving since the beginning of time, for various reasons.

Even today people leave their country of origin to move to another
country. This could be an involuntary as well as a voluntary action to
leave something behind or to find something new in the receiving
country. To migrate involuntary could entail running away from a
country in war, or to flee persecution due to religious or political beliefs.
This involuntary migration is something that is being fought all over the
world, so that everybody who wants to, could be allowed to stay in one’s
own country without risking torture or even death.

But what about the voluntary migration? Why do people move away
from their homes, their cultures, their legal systems, all well known to
them? What is it with the new country that attracts these flows of people?
One answer could be that people move to where they can find jobs, when
the alternative is to remain unemployed in their home countries. But in
this day and age, there is less and less unemployment in the western
world, especially among highly skilled specialist, a current example
would be within the IT industry. So why do highly skilled people, who
could easily find jobs in their home countries, leave the familiarity of
their home-towns and move to new grounds? Again, what is it in the new
country that attracts this skilled workforce?

The reasons for moving are probably as many as there are people moving
and perhaps some of them are as simple and irrational as love. Meeting a
partner in another country is a common reason for moving abroad. This
type of migration is of course out of control for any government to
influence, however there are other incentives to move that are of a more
rational character. Such issues could concern taxes, infrastructure or
wages.

Both receiving and giving countries discuss these inflows and outflows
of people, arguing about whether it is a temporary solution to a lack of
domestic competence to receive the groups of individuals, or a long-term
solution to this problem.
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The Invest in Sweden Agency let us know that today many countries
discuss the brain drain – brain gain issue. This implies that educated
specialists leave their country of origin to seek a career somewhere else
bringing their competence and experience with them to the receiving
country. Our definition of brain drain is somebody’s physical move to
outside the native country’s borders on a more permanent basis. In spite
of this being an issue widely discussed in media, little research has in
fact been done on the subject.

Brain drain is seen as a problem in most countries, since emigration of
skilled workforce means that investments made in for example education
systems will not benefit the country in question. Most countries speak
about the brain drain issue as something negative, and try to think of
solutions to this phenomenon. But is brain drain necessarily something
countries should avoid?

Instead, countries may seek to have brain gain, since this is beneficial not
only to the knowledge base of that country but also to the state incomes.
This is what the Invest in Sweden Agency had in mind when we were
asked to do a case study on this subject. The case country had to be a
country with similar conditions to those of Sweden. This because in the
end, the case study will be used in a more comparative context where the
case country and Sweden will be compared. The Netherlands appears to
be an evident choice, with for example similar economic background as
Sweden, and a native language not spoken by very many people outside
the country’s borders. The Netherlands has also been very successful in
attracting skilled workforce from other countries. Why is this? Has
anything in fact been done in the Netherlands with the purpose to attract
these highly skilled people?

Our belief is that foreign direct investments (FDI) are of importance to
the net inflow of individual competence. We make the assumption that
with FDI comes foreign competence. This is because multinational
organisations wanting to develop their activities abroad attract specialists
either from their country of origin or any other country. Therefore we
believe that there is an important correlation between FDI and this net
inflow of foreign competence. This brings us to investigating whether the
Dutch government takes any special actions to attract FDI? And is this
assumption correct? Also, is there a difference between what an
individual and a company need as an incentive to move to a new
country?
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1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the reasons for the net inflow
of foreign skilled workforce to a country, which a government can
influence. To do so we will study the case of the Netherlands and what
the Dutch government has done to encourage this migration. We will in
order to attain our purpose answer the following questions:
•  What is it in a new country that attracts highly skilled workforce?
•  Has anything been done in the Netherlands with the purpose to attract

highly skilled people?
•  Does the Dutch government take any special actions to attract FDI?
•  Is brain drain something countries should avoid?

1.2 Limitations
Our study will focus on the inflow of foreign competence for more
rational reasons, which a country’s government could have some
influence upon. Furthermore, we will concentrate on those individuals
who are considered to be highly educated or specialists within certain
fields of activity. We will refer to them as being skilled or highly
educated labour. Moreover, this study is concentrated on the migration of
skilled labour from one industrialised country to another. We will only
look into what the governmental actions towards brain gain have been,
and hence not investigate what has been done on an organisational level.

1.3 Disposition of the thesis
We will in the next chapter present our scientific approach and the
method used in the work with this thesis. Following this will be a chapter
describing the theoretical framework guiding us through the already
existing theories on our subject. To give the reader some comprehension
of the Dutch economy, a description of the economic facts and history of
the Netherlands will ensue. This chapter will be proceeded by our
empirical data, which in the analysis that follows will be tied to the
theoretical framework presented earlier. In the concluding chapter the
thesis will be summed up and our research questions will be answered.
The last three chapters are divided into three different levels, the
national, organisational and individual level. This is done in order to
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make it easier for the reader to follow our reasoning around FDI and its
connection to governmental actions to attract foreign skilled workforce.
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2 Scientific Approach
In this section we will develop the various scientific approaches that
exist. We will also account for our own scientific approach and why
we have chosen to pursue our particular alignment.

2.1 What is science?
Science is a difficult notion to explain or define. However, when writing
a report one takes on the responsibility of a scientist and must therefore
define the purpose of the activity. A common definition of science is that
it is our gathered knowledge within a limited discipline. Science is also a
notion for all activities that lead to the acquiring of this knowledge (Patel
& Tebelius, 1987).

How can we be sure that what we are doing can be said to be scientific?
One criterion of science is that it is an approach in which one is always
prepared to creatively and critically assess existing “truths”, beliefs and
methods. This implies that there must exist some sort of will to explore
new things and to encourage the curiosity of your mind. A second
criterion of science is that it is important to ask who is posing the
question to the problem. This means that a problem does not exist as an
independent phenomenon. Instead it is dependent upon answers from
someone who is curious of the answer. The last common criterion of
science is that it should be presented in such a manner so that it could be
subject to criticism. Such a criterion is usually met by the repeatability of
a study, which implies that someone else examining the same problem
using an identical method should reach the same result (Wiedersheim-
Paul & Eriksson, 1991).

The method used when conducting a study is therefore of importance.
However, before choosing a method it is important to decide on a general
approach to science, i.e. which perspective an individual has to the
scientific phenomenon studied.

2.1.1 Positivism
There are two traditional scientific approaches; these are positivism and
hermeneutics. Positivism has its roots in the mid 19th century and it
achieved widespread acceptance mainly through the French sociologist
Auguste Comte. (Bengtsson, 1995)
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The positivistic ideals can be said to constitute the following issues:
objectivity, precision, rationality and criticism of sources.

2.1.1.1 Objectivity
The first criterion of positivism is the fact that the scientist should be
objective in his research and not influenced by such issues as religion
politics or gender. Therefore, a positivistic approach implies that a
researcher should make conclusions based entirely on facts that are
“positive” or “objective”, i.e. measurable, reliable and clear. By making
this statement positivists argued that they could distinguish a clear line
between what they believed was “true” science and “non-scientific”
studies such as politics, metaphysics and religion (Bengtsson, 1995).

2.1.1.2 Precision
Positivism has a so-called monistic approach to science. This means that
all sciences should be built around the same principle. Positivists argued
that all knowledge should be built with precision upon causal laws that
described a cause-effect relationship. Ideally these laws should be
expressed through a neutral, logic language where hypotheses and
theories should be expressed through mathematical formulas. This was
an important means for the positivists to distinguish beliefs from
knowledge (Bengtsson, 1995). Another renowned trait of positivism is
the principle of reductionism. According to this theory a problem should
always be brought down into small parts which then are to be studied
carefully and individually (Patel & Davidson, 1994).

2.1.1.3 Rationality
A strict positivistic approach is built upon the formal logic and facts
based on measurements that abide to the ideal of precision explained
above. The idea being that based on these tools of science one can form a
rational theory and test its validity through different hypotheses. (Patel &
Davidson, 1994)

2.1.1.4 Criticism of sources
The last criterion involves the emphasis on the criticism of the sources
used in the research. According to the positivistic approach only sources
that could definitely be verified should be used as references (Bengtsson,
1995).
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Positivism in its true form does not exist today since, most scientist agree
on the impossibility of measuring every conceivable issue, particularly
“soft” issues which concern human traits such as power, knowledge or
feelings. However, the positivistic ideals are still believed to more or less
have influenced research within all fields of science (Bengtsson, 1995).
Objectivity, precision, rationality and criticism of sources are issues that
are important to acknowledge even today. The difference being that
today some of these ideals, for instance precision and objectivity, have
been “lightened-up” due to the difficulty of measuring certain aspects in
direct objectivity or with perfect precision (Wiedersheim-Paul &
Eriksson, 1991).

2.1.2 Hermeneutics
Hermeneutics is to some extent the opposite of positivism, it can be seen
as a reaction towards the “mechanistic” approach of positivism. This
approach to science deals more with interpretation. It has its’ roots in the
17th and 18th century when it was a popular method used when
interpreting texts from the bible. Today, the hermeneutic view is usually
pursued within the field of human, cultural and social studies (Bengtsson,
1995).

The main difference between hermeneutics and positivism is that the
former view does not focus on trying to describe a phenomenon but tries
instead to understand it, this is done by interpreting human behaviour or
human expressions. The hermeneutic scientist approaches a problem in a
subjective manner, knowing that he sees the world through a “filter”.
This “filter” is the previous experience and knowledge of the observer,
which influences his view of a certain phenomenon. Due to this “filter”
of pre-understanding, hermeneutics believe everyone perceives the world
differently. As a consequence the hermeneutic tries to understand a
problem from his own perspective. This implies that he/she tries to
understand the entity instead of a separate part of a problem.

The scientist then compares the entity with its’ separate parts in order to
reach a satisfactory knowledge of the phenomenon. There is no
beginning or end in the interpretation process. Instead the hermeneutic
approach leads to what is called a hermeneutic spiral in which each new
interpretation leads to a new theory which in turn leads to a new
interpretation (Patel-Tebelius, 1987).
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2.2 Our Scientific Approach
Based on our problem and purpose it is not feasible to conclude that we
have pursued a true positivistic study, especially since virtually no
scientific research today can be said to be positivistic. This having been
said, we believe there is indeed one true image of what has been done in
the Netherlands to attract foreign skilled labour. Our mission has
therefore been to collect empirical material and observe the reality in
what the Netherlands has done to attract foreign skilled competence and
what the factors of influence have been. Therefore it can be said that we
started off our study with a positivistic approach. However, when
analysing the gathered empirical data it is obvious that our own pre-
understanding of the phenomenon influenced our interpretation of these
issues. This is especially true since all of our data has been collected in
English, meaning that we were constantly making interpretations.

It is worth noting that the positivistic ideals have been important
throughout our study. For instance, such issues as criticism of sources
and objectivity have been inherent in our work. The ideal of objectivity
can be attributed to the fact that we believe ourselves to have collected
objective facts about the reality, examining the true image of what the
Netherlands has done. We are also aware of the weaknesses of our
empirical data and will account for them later on in our methodological
criticism section. Furthermore, we have also made use of quantitative
data such as statistics, thus accentuating the positivistic ideal of
precision. We have, of course, some material that involved subjective
interpretations, such as the analysis of the interviews. In this aspect we
have made some judgements that involve interpreting human behaviour
and feelings, thereby reinforcing the hermeneutic approach of our study.
If we could imagine the relationship between a true positivistic approach
and a true hermeneutic approach as a continuum with positivism at one
end and hermeneutics at the other our study would land somewhere in
between with a closer tie to the positivistic side.
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3 Method
An important criterion when writing a report is to account for the
procedure used when writing the report. The purpose of this being
that anyone should with the help of this section be able to reproduce
our study and thus reach the same result. In this part of the report
we will present how we pursued our research discussing our
scientific method and data collection.

3.1 Scientific method
Deduction involves the conclusion done about an individual
phenomenon based on general principles (Patel-Tebelius, 1986). Based
on a theory, hypotheses are formed which are testable statements about
the reality. Thereafter, a result is reached through logical conclusions.
The inductive method tries to achieve results through the observation of
an individual phenomenon thereby making general conclusions based on
these empirical observations (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1991).

3.1.1 Grounded theory
During the 1960’s a new scientific method evolved called the grounded
theory. It was introduced by the sociologists Barney Glaser and Anslem
Strauss. This method involves the discovery of theory from data (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967). More precisely, they came up with a new method for
inductive discovery of theory grounded in systematically analysed data
(Haig, 2000). The basic position of the two founders of this theory is that
generating grounded theory is a way of arriving at a theory suited to its
supposed uses (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The main difference between
the grounded theory and traditional induction is that much of the analysis
is done while still collecting data (Starrin et al., 1991). All data collected
is compared to all previously collected data, as well as the theory that has
evolved through the collection of data. As the theory develops the
comparison is changed to hold for new data against the ideas already
established. Eventually the theory is stabilised since fewer and fewer
changes to the theory are needed when new indicators (data) are
collected and added. Grounded theory can be said to be a sort of puzzle
where the researcher collects data and forms a theory bit by bit using the
data as a foundation. (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1991)
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3.1.2 Our Scientific Method
We believe that it is usually impossible to choose a specific approach and
hold to this method without deviating from it. Our main view is that we
have chosen to work inductively, placing the emphasis of our study on
our empirical results. On the other hand we were obliged to study
theories about our problem before the collecting of data. These theories
have also to some extent been the base of our analysis, thus bearing
character of a deductive approach.

We have also to some extent made use of the grounded theory in our
research, since while collecting data we have made changes in our own
pre-understanding as we gained more information during our stay in the
Netherlands. However, it is not fair to say that we revised our pre-
understanding in such an extensive manner as to conclude a grounded
theory approach. We still worked within the frame of certain problem
discussions and hypotheses done in advance of the collection of data.
Furthermore, we have made use of existing theories in our analysis, not
only focusing on any newly generated theory derived entirely from the
collection of data. An example of one starting-point we were making use
of in our research is that we assumed that the Dutch government had in
fact done something in order to attract the foreign skilled workforce we
are investigating. Our main point is that we have an inductive main
approach with some character of grounded theory elements as well as
deductive aspects.

3.2 Case study or cross-section study
When researching and then writing a report there are different ways to
organise the research. It could either be designed as a cross-section study
or as a case study. The former variant involves taking instant images of a
phenomenon through, for instance interviews, enquiries or the like.
Instead of instant images one can also study a process over time either
backwards into history or forwards into the future. The other discipline
that is common is the case study. This implies that a few objects are
studied in a variety of aspects, this could be patients, enterprises or
branches. (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1991)
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It is also possible to study several cases and few aspects. Case studies are
usually used in four different contexts (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson,
1991).
•  As an illustration
•  As an aide in creating new hypotheses
•  As a method in action based research and development work
•  As a tool for creating new theories

Our method does not preclude having used one or the other alignment,
our report share some traits of both case- and cross-section study. The
cross-section traits of our report can be attributed to the fact that we are
studying a phenomenon over a longer period of time. We are also
examining a wide range of issues responsible for the migration of skilled
labour, thus only investigating parts of the reality.

The case study aspect involves studying the Netherlands out of an
governmental aspect or perspective. This corresponds well to one of
Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson’s (1991) contexts for creating new
theories. Which is an approach similar to the grounded theory introduced
by Glaser & Strauss (1967), which we introduced earlier in our report.

3.3 Data collection
When collecting data there is the choice between quantitative and
qualitative data. Quantitative data is often described as “hard” data,
because it can be expressed in figures and units, whereas the qualitative
data is seen as more difficult to measure, since it could deal with “soft”
issues such as how happy people are at the workplace or how well
something functions. These are of course two extremes, and then there
are data that could best be described as a mix between the two.
(Strömquist, 1999)

We have focused our research on already existing material regarding
statistics and what the Dutch government has in fact done to attract
foreign skilled labour. In order to do so, we have searched the university
libraries in Linköping and Stockholm and thereby finding data relevant
to us. We have also had access to the library of the Dutch Ministry of
Finance. This is hence a use of secondary data, since that data has been
collected for a purpose different from ours. This procedure has been very
time efficient and also a very economic way to gain access to other
people’s research.
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We have also chosen to make use of primary data. We have conducted
interviews with representatives for various companies and governmental
institutions in the Netherlands. These interviews have helped us to
achieve a greater depth in our research, through the more hands-on
experience of these company and institutional representatives. Since our
purpose is to describe what the Dutch government has done to encourage
the migration of skilled labour into the Netherlands, and we don’t have
any personal experience of the Dutch situation, we have had to rely on
these company and institutional representatives to explain it to us.

During our stay in the Netherlands we conducted six interviews which
lasted on average an hour. The interviews were mainly semi-structured in
that we had made up certain guidelines in advance. However, during the
interviews we were not too closely tied up by our guidelines, instead we
chose to develop our questions as new information surfaced during the
interviews. When conducting the interviews we used a tape recorder. We
also complemented the tape recording with notes taken during the
conversations. We made sure that one of us was responsible for leading
the interview so as to avoid any unnecessary stalemates. All the
interviews were conducted in English and on one occasion we also had
Nicolette Lakemond, PhD candidate at the University of Linköping, as an
interpreter and aide, thus preventing any linguistic misunderstandings.
For an overview of our interviewees we refer to appendix 1.

The interviewees have been chosen in collaboration with Ove Brandes,
Professor of Industrial marketing at Linköping University, Jochem
Hanse, Commissioner for Foreign Investment at the Netherlands Agency
for Foreign Investment (NFIA) and Nicolette Lakemond. Two of the
interviews were chosen at our own discretion. When we made our
selection we focused on trying to choose individuals working at
ministries and governmental institutions. Concerning these interviewees
we were helped out by Ove Brandes and Jochem Hanse. One of the
interviews, which were chosen at our discretion, concerned Maarten
Cornet at the Knowledge Economics Unit for the Netherlands Bureau for
Economic Policy Analysis (CPB). He was selected since his research
focused on a similar subject to ours, whereby he was able to give
valuable insights to the phenomenon studied.
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The second interview selected by us was held at a Dutch real estate
company within the IKEA group with Hessel Keulen, Finance Director
of Pronam B.V. This was done since we wanted an opinion on how the
private sector perceived what the Dutch government had done,
particularly with its fiscal system but also in other aspects, to enhance the
movement of skilled labour as well as FDI into the Netherlands. Finally,
the two interviews chosen in collaboration with Nicolette Lakemond was
held at Euroselexxion and Interlace, which are two international
recruitment agencies. These were chosen as we believed they could
provide a valuable insight into the migration of skilled labour and what
the Dutch government has done to encourage this movement.

All data collected will be presented in an objective way, without the
presence of the author’s own personal reflections. This is done in order to
furnish the reader without an unbiased picture of the situation in the
Netherlands.

3.4 Validity and Reliability
Validity and reliability are two concepts that are of major importance
when writing a report. The issue of validity concerns the ability of an
instrument to measure what it is designed for (Wiedersheim-Paul &
Eriksson, 1991). It relates to the problem of how the reality is measured
and how well the observations corresponds to the theoretical frameworks
(Söderfeldt, 1972). This implies that if the purpose of a report is to
measure efficiency, then the result of the report should give notice about
this. Perfect validity implies that the measured phenomenon has the same
content as its theoretical definition (Zetterberg, 1972).

Validity is the most important criterion of an instrument of measurement.
Depending on the scientific approach it is fair to require one more
criteria: reliability. This implies that the instrument of measurement, i.e.
an inquiry form, should give reliable and stable results. Therefore, a
method or approach need, in order to have a high degree of reliability, to
be independent of the researcher and of researched units (persons,
organisations etc.) (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1991).

3.4.1 The Validity and Reliability of Our Report
The validity of our report will lie in how well we manage to respond to
the question of our purpose. Since our study does not involve any exact
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science where there exist any precise truths it is a subjective judgement
whether or not we have succeeded.

Finally, an issue that further substantiates our validity is the fact that we
have offered our interviewees to see the material with which they have
contributed before publication. This in order to satisfy the ethical validity
of our research, which entails that anyone participating and contributing
with empirical data should have the possibility of examining the
provided material and sanctioning it before publication.

The reliability of our instruments of measurement can always be subject
to criticism. However, given the homogeneous responses generated from
our empirical sources and the fact that these data have also been
collected through sources independent of each other, leads us to believe
that the reliability of our empirical data is high.

3.5 Methodological criticism
There are, no doubt, many factors in and out of our control that could
lead us into getting a more or less correct picture of the Dutch situation.
Even if it is our intention to describe the entire Dutch situation, there
could of course be obstacles to this goal. Our secondary data could be
misleading and therefore not reliable, and the interviews we conduct
could have been with people overly optimistic, or biased since they, in
most cases, represent Dutch interests.

Furthermore, since our time in the Netherlands was limited to one week,
we were not able to conduct as many interviews as may have been
preferable in order to get a comprehensive view of the Dutch economic
environment. Moreover, since our interviewees were of Dutch origin they
had to interpret their values into English thereby increasing the
hermeneutic “filter” through which we communicated. We realise the
fact that neither we or the interviewees were speaking in our native
language, which of course can be an obstacle to the communication and
thereby the understanding of each other.

The interviewees may also have been disturbed by the use of a tape
recorder in a way that they be nervous or do not feel free to speak freely
on the subject to us.
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What makes this thesis differ from other scientific reports is that it is
done upon the request of an organisation. According to Wiedersheim-
Paul & Eriksson (1991) the requirements of such reports could conflict
with the academic requirements put up by the university institutions.

For instance, he points out the importance for the authors to accept the
limitations set up by the employer or to be clear about what resources are
available to them and many more issues that are important to be aware of
when writing a report for an employer.

In our case we are of the firm conviction that the organisation behind our
assignment, the Invest in Sweden Agency, has not influenced the
integrity of our report, thus the academic requirements have not been
tampered with. We have been given a large amount of liberty in
conducting our report as well as financial and academic support that have
been of non-influential nature.
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4 Frame of reference
In this part we will present the theoretical framework within which
we have conducted our study. We will first introduce our choice of
definition of skilled labour. Thereafter we will account for theories
on migration, which involve the reasons and different channels of
migration for highly skilled labour as well as other factors of
influence regarding this phenomenon. We also introduce some of
the levers, which a government can use in order to attract foreign
direct investments. Included in this section are also some economic
theories intended to enhance the understanding of our reasoning in
the report. Finally, we conclude this section with a synthesis of all
the theories used.

With the pyramid below we want the reader to understand our reasoning
with the connection between FDI and brain gain. This is because we
believe that a government can only to a lesser degree influence the
individuals directly. Instead they will need to go via the organisational
level, which then functions as an intermediate means for influencing the
inflow of highly skilled workforce, both from the national level and the
individual level.

Figure 1 Own arrangement

4.1 Theories on the Individual Level

4.1.1 Definition of skilled labour
Professor John Salt of the Migration Research Unit at the University
College London maintains that there is no agreed concept or definition of
highly skilled labour. The lack of a generally recognised definition is
reflected in the problems encountered regarding the recognition of
qualifications across countries (MRU, 2000).
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Findlay (1990) also points out the difficulty in determining the definition
of a skilled worker since what is “skilled” in one context might not be so
in another. However, he supports the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) definition of skilled migration
labour as people who are perceived to be economically active, which
means that they have a substantial impact in increasing income or wealth
of the receiving countries and at the same time involve a resource loss for
the sending country. This view is shared by other researchers,
specifically at the Lancaster University in the UK, who also argue that
skilled migration involves the movement of people with specific skills
and qualifications needed in the receiving country (University of
Lancaster, 2000).

The Australian Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs
(DIMA) makes another possible definition. According to them the skill
level is measured by the proportion of migrants who had managerial,
professional, para-professional or trade occupations before migration
(DIMA, 2000).

In our report we have chosen to follow Findlay’s (1990) definition since
we believe this to be the most elaborate and justifiable definition.

4.1.2 Reasons for Migration
As we have already mentioned, migration is a phenomenon that has
existed for as long as mankind. Nikolinakos (1975) defines it as a
movement of a population within a country or between countries. He sees
it as an individual phenomenon affecting the lives of entire families
entirely separated from the economic laws of supply and demand.
Migration has also been broadly defined as the permanent or
semipermanent change of residence (Lee, 1966).

Findlay (1990) points out that there has been a change in the migration
systems of many countries. What many migration theorists refer to as
“professional transients” have replaced the settler migration, which has
earlier been the dominating form of movement. According to Findlay,
international settlement is being replaced by temporary international
movement.
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Studies done in the UK indicate that more and more migrants are
departing for only one to three years and that scarcely anyone departing
from the UK are unskilled. In fact, surveys show that an increasing
number of emigrants are being drawn from professional or managerial
occupations and a lower percentage part is departing from manual and
clerical positions than earlier. Furthermore, these emigrants are not
encouraged to remain in any particular place for a longer period of time.
Therefore, due to this substantial circulation of highly skilled workforce
Findlay (1990) argues that this type of movement be seen more as a skill
exchange rather than a brain drain-brain gain issue.

When it comes to the notion of migration there is no restriction placed
upon the distance, difficulty or reason for the move. Even a movement
from one block of town to another is considered a migration. Lee (1966)
identified the following factors responsible for the decision to migrate:
•  Factors associated with the area of origin
•  Factors associated with the area of destination
•  Intervening obstacles
•  Personal factors
Lee (1966) is careful to point out that a simple calculation of the pros and
cons of destination and origin is not enough for a migration to take place.
First there are a number of obstacles to pass. These can be trivial issues
for some, such as the cost of transporting household goods, or they could
be far more difficult in the form of political hinders such as visas or work
permits. However, the most important issues, according to Lee are the
personal factors. He continues by saying that it is not so much the actual
factors themselves as the perception of these factors that result in
migration. Some individuals require more compelling reasons for moving
than others. This depends upon the sensitiveness and intelligence of the
individual as well as the awareness of the conditions at the place of
origin and destination. The decision to migrate is therefore never a
completely rational decision and for some persons the rational
component is much less important than the irrational ones, according to
Lee (1966).
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4.2 Theories on the Organisational Level

4.2.1 Channels of migration
The reasons for an individual’s decision to migrate are also dependent
upon the different mechanisms that channel the migration. Findlay
(1990) argues that there are two main motors responsible for the transfer
on a temporary basis of highly skilled workers from one developed
country to another and from developed to less developed countries.

Firstly, the globalisation of production, involving the formation of Multi
National Corporations (MNCs) with branches in many areas of both the
developed and the developing world has required a new international
mobility of both capital and labour in the recent decades. The importance
of the MNCs internal labour market as a channel for skilled migration
was acknowledged by Brewster (1988). He made a study of the scale of
expatriate transfers in a number of European MNCs. He found out that
although they only constituted a very small part of the total workforce
their importance outweighed their small number. The use of expatriates
also varied within different industries. Petroleum and electronics
industries used a higher proportion of expatriates, presumably because of
the higher technical degree of their activities. Salt and Findlay (1989)
also argued that “organic” firms operating in new areas of technology
have a greater need for technological transfer than more traditional
“mechanistic” industries. The expatriate usage also varies by destination
country (Findlay, 1990).

Secondly, the economic growth in a number of countries has led to the
increased short-term demand of skilled migration to these countries.
Economic growth has produced two primary channels of migration for
highly skilled individuals. One channel involves individuals being
transferred directly through international recruitment agencies while
others are introduced by foreign companies, that are not MNCs, who
have received fixed term contracts to complete specific development
projects such as the building of airports, construction of reservoirs or
servicing a hospital (Findlay, 1990). The three channels of migration
described above are illustrated in figure 1 together with the mechanisms
to which they relate.
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Figure 2 The Channels of Migration (Findlay, 1990)
Findlay & Garrick (1989) also pointed out the fact that it is difficult to
analyse the short-term skill transfers in the small and intermediate sized
enterprises who win foreign contracts. Research indicates that they
usually recruit personnel on the local labour market themselves but that
they also make use of international recruitment agencies.

According to Findlay (1990), it should be noted that each of the
migration channels, described in figure 1 above, also result in three
distinctly different migration flows in terms of their demographic
character and socio-professional composition. Findlay argues, that an
individual migrating as part of a career path within the relative security
of the internal labour market of an international organisation will be very
different in character and in motivation from someone applying to a
recruitment agency for placement on a two year contract with an
unknown foreign employer.

4.2.2 Other Factors of Influence
Where is the best place to locate or to expand? Of course, it depends on
your specific circumstances and objectives. In addition, manufacturers
are likely to have a very different outlook from that of exporters,
importers, retailers or investors. The types of goods or services involved
will again change the outlook. For some services, a lower level of
development may indicate better opportunity than a more developed
economy already crowded with competitors or moving past the value of
the services offered.
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Some smaller nations like Bahrain or Luxembourg might be the best bet
of all for a particular enterprise, but because of size they carry other
limitations that bump them off the list in favour of larger markets. And if
a partner is involved - whether producer or supplier, buyer, agent,
distributor or licensee, its quality can override, for better or worse, most
assessment variables. (World Trade, March 2000)

What factors might one consider in seeking the most favourable states?
According to the accounting firm Arthur Andersen, surveys of expanding
companies show they tend to make their greatest priority human capital.
Where best to both recruit and retain the labour force you need? Criteria
such as school quality, R&D centres, openness of the culture, proximity
to desirable quality of life offerings, and housing are among the
considerations. They may vary some for manufacturing sites, depending
if they are capital and/or labour intensive. For many, headquarters
location is diminishing in importance, unless they must be in proximity
to technology or production centres. However, access to efficient
shipping remains a priority for many. (World Trade, March 2000)

4.3 Theories on the National Level

4.3.1 Four Levers a Government Can Use to Attract Investments
A government encouraging foreign business activity has four levers with
which to influence the inflow and outflow of foreign as well as domestic
investments. According to Robinson (1987), these are regulations, tax
incentives, subsidies and the reduction of uncertainty. A government’s
will to implement such issues depends upon the external benefits and
costs to the nation’s society. Incentives are usually imposed upon an
enterprise if their activities generate external benefits that are not
reflected in the internal financial results of the enterprise. The incentives
are then intended to encourage the company to pursue these, for the host-
country, favourable activities. The opposite applies to activities that
generate external costs to the society which are not an internal financial
burden for the individual enterprise. In this case the government may
impose disincentives (Robinson, 1987).
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The purposes of these four leverages are similar, according to Robinson
(1987), in that they are to encourage any combination among some of the
following responses:
•  the investment of foreign savings
•  development of a production facility on a particular site
•  investment from specific sources (country or corporation)
•  investment in a given sector of industry or activity
•  the transfer of foreign skills (technical and managerial)
•  the transfer of foreign technology of a certain type

4.3.1.1 Regulation
Regulation is a device used to force an enterprise to do something it
would not otherwise undertake on its own. According to Robinson
(1987), regulations are only effective if the enterprise has much to lose in
the form of sunk costs, or is threatened with the loss of a significant
market possessing the promise of a future profit. However, Robinson
points out that governmental regulations may incur costs through
discouraging new entrants. Furthermore, this discouragement will be
particularly effective if the regulation is viewed as unpredictable.
Compliance is mandatory for those companies that choose to proceed
under the existing regulations.

4.3.1.2 Tax incentives
Tax incentives are, simply put, a tax reduction on inputs, outputs and
financial results of the organisation, provided that the enterprise fulfils
the conditions warranting these incentives. Compliance is voluntary as
opposed to regulations, which implies that the enterprise could choose to
accept the tax consequences if they wish. (Robinson, 1987)

4.3.1.3 Subsidies
The third governmental lever concerned is subsidies. Robinson (1987)
defines this as a provision by a government to an enterprise of specific
services or other inputs at below-market prices. Robinson views the
notion of subsidy as a continuum with subsidised price at the one end,
payment at below-market price at the other end and an outright “gift” in
the middle.
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Unlike a regulation or tax incentive, subsidies or guarantees may be
given to specific enterprises since these forms of actions are not included
in various international trade treaties, except for subsidies on exports and
market protections. Therefore, if a country wishes to attract investment or
technological-managerial input from specific nations or corporations it
may do so by means of subsidies (Robinson, 1987).

Robinson (1987) points out that a “true” subsidy consists of a payment
from the government to an enterprise as a compensation for something
that it would otherwise not undertake, for instance R&D expenditures. It
could also be a financial reimbursement for certain expenditures that
have been done previously. As in the case of incentives, subsidies are
voluntary. If the enterprise does not conform to the qualifying conditions
warranting a subsidy it forgoes this privilege.

4.3.1.4 Reduction of uncertainty
Reduction of uncertainty implies that the cost of capital, used to discount
the future financial returns of an enterprise, can be reduced. This implies
that the government reduces uncertainty by guarantees. Robinson (1987)
mentions different examples of uncertainty reduction that can be
undertaken by a government. First, it can commit itself to purchase part
of or all of the products of a project at a known price. A government
could also guarantee the security of an enterprise by prohibiting further
entry. Another method of reducing uncertainty would be for the
government to render local agreements enforceable under international
law by permitting binding arbitration. Finally, it could participate in
international conventions for the protection of proprietary rights
(Robinson, 1987).

The timing of the four levers is of importance in determining the
effectiveness of these measures. It is important to perceive the certain
trends that exist and to take advantage of them. Therefore it is important
for a government to acknowledge the product life cycle of a project or
phenomenon (Robinson, 1987).

4.3.2 Basic Economic Theories
Since we are dealing with the concept of what a nation can do to enhance
its attractiveness economically and socially it is of interest for us to
introduce some economic theories that will enhance the understanding of
our reasoning in this report.
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4.3.2.1 Economic Growth and GDP
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) can be said to the value of all the
products and services produced under a year by one specific nation. It is
composed of four different variables, private consumption, investments,
governmental expenditures and net exports. A change in any of these
variables will affect the GDP. Economic growth for a nation would then
imply an increase in GDP as a consequence of a positive change in any
of the above mentioned variables. The most interesting variables from
our point of view in this report are government expenditures and
investments. The former variable involves the spending of public
resources while the latter refers to both foreign and domestic investment.
Government expenditures can also be seen as investments as it in some
cases involves improvements of the infrastructure such as the building of
bridges, airports, thus adding to the nation’s capital stock (Lipsey et al,
1996)

4.3.2.2 Theory of Comparative advantage
Individual talent vary among individuals and this way specialisation
allows each person to do the job he or she does best. Furthermore, a
person who concentrates on one activity becomes better at it than any
generalist could. The fact that production is greater with specialisation
than with self-sufficiency is one of the most fundamental principles in
economics, known as the principle of comparative advantage (Lipsey et
al, 1996). More specifically it implies that a nation should specialise in
producing and exporting those products that they are relatively better at
producing (Eklund, 1995).
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4.4 Synthesis of Theories

Figure 3 Synthesis of theories (Own arrangement)
As can be observed in figure 2 we have made an attempt to synthesise the
various theories in order for the reader to get a better overview of our
studied phenomenon.

The figure is based upon Findlay’s illustration of the three channels of
migration introduced earlier. These channels are driven by two factors:
global production and economic growth. The first factor steers the
internal labour markets of MNCs and the second stimulates the formation
of infrastructure projects and technology transfers (Findlay, 1990). The
reason for migration is based upon such issues as factors associated with
the point of origin and factors associated with the point of destination.
The former is of no interest to us in this study since we have limited our
study to focus on the host nation or point of destination. Another
important factor to bear in mind is the personal factor for migration.
These irrational reasons are out of control for any government to
influence but could in some cases be of more importance than the more
rational reasons for migration (Lee, 1966).
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Two of the channels of migration involve foreign direct investments,
these are the internal labour market for MNCs and companies with
international contracts. FDI can be encouraged by any nation using any
of the governmental levers shown above (Robinson, 1987).

Returning to the issue of the two motors of the channels of migration
these can be influenced by two factors. The first of these involves
improving the positive factors associated with the point of destination.
This concerns such criteria as school quality, R & D centres, openness of
culture, proximity to desirable quality of life offerings and housing.
These are important factors to take into consideration for international
companies since they prioritise their human capital. Another positive
factor concerns improvements of the infrastructure developments, such
as efficient shipping facilities, airports and motorways that still are of
importance to many companies moving abroad. Yet another aspect
involves improving the economic conditions so as to stimulate economic
growth. This is done by using macroeconomic levers such as increasing
government spending, it could also involve concentrating and improving
the comparative advantages of the economy of the host nation, thus
making the host country more attractive for investments within these
areas (Lipsey et al, 1996).
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5 Facts about the Netherlands
We will in this chapter provide the reader with some background to the
Dutch economy. This will facilitate the reading of the remaining thesis.

Surface area: 41,526 sq. km
Population: 15.7 million
Capital: Amsterdam
Seat of government: The Hague
Currency: NLG (US$ 1 = NLG 2.30)

(Euro 1 = NLG 2.20)
Constitution: Constitutional monarchy under

parliamentary democracy
Head of State: HM Queen Beatrix
Prime minister: Mr W. Kok
Minister of Economic Affairs: Mrs A. Jorritsma Lebbink
Minister of Foreign Trade: Mr G. Ybema

In 1992 727,000 foreigners from 180 different countries lived in the
Netherlands. The largest US trade surplus is with the Netherlands, which
is highly invested in the US. The Dutch maintain some of the world’s
most open trade and investment policies. (www.nfia.com)

5.1 Economic growth
Real GDP increased by 3.6% in 1999, the fourth consecutive year in
which the economy has expanded by more than 3%. The economy
continued to surge in the first quarter of 2000, growing on a yearly basis
by 4.7%, boosted by higher than expected growth in private
consumption, specifically the purchase of consumer durables, which
rebounded from its previous downward trend through 1999. Solid
consumption and investment growth have been the driving forces behind
robust domestic demand. (www.cpb.nl)
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5.2 Inflation
The Central Planning Bureau (CPB) expects consumer price inflation to
increase to 2.4% this year and to accelerate to 3.4% next year. The
central forecast of an appreciation in the Euro from the beginning of next
year and an easing of oil prices should help to mitigate several
inflationary developments in the forecast period. These will include
increases in non-oil commodity prices and a tightening labour market.
(www.cpb.nl)

5.3 External sector
The adverse impact of higher wages and inflation on Dutch
competitiveness will be more than offset by the growing strength of the
country’s export markets. Improved prospects in the world chemicals
market will also allow Dutch firms to pass on the recent increases in the
price of oil. Chemical products have a significant weight in Dutch
exports, indicating the importance of petrochemical industry in the
Netherlands. The progressive improvement of the trade surplus will be
the decisive factor determining the current-account balance in the
outlook period. (www.cpb.nl)

5.4 Some Dutch economic history
Regulatory reform in the Netherlands carries important lessons for other
OECD countries concerning the modernisation of the European welfare
state and its integration into the developing European single market.
During much of the post-war period, the Dutch corporatist model, in
which state sovereignty over public policy was shared with organised
business and labour, was praised for its capacity for flexible adjustment,
social stability, and pragmatic solutions, based on social consensus, to
changing external conditions. (OECD, 1999)

This system has degraded over time, and the welfare state ran into
trouble. The regulatory reform, which began in the late 1980s, is the most
recent element in the reshaping of the Dutch model. In the 1990s the
Dutch government has sought a new balance between protection and
dynamism based on competition policy, regulatory reform, and market
openness.
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Competition and regulatory quality are being strengthened through three
strategies; adoption of a new competition law based on European-level
mandates, increased exposure of the public sector to market forces, a
multifaceted programme on the “Functioning of Markets, Deregulation
and Legislative Quality” (MDW), to improve the cost-effectiveness of
the extensive web of national and European regulations affecting
economic activity. (OECD, 1999) Benefits for the Netherlands through
these reforms include:
•  Reducing the cost structure of exporting, which has high payoffs for

small open economies such as the Netherlands.
•  Addressing the lack of flexibility and innovation in the supply-side of

the economy, which will be an increasing constraint to growth.
•  Boosting consumer benefits by reducing prices for services and

products such as electricity, transport and health care, and by
increasing choice and service quality.

•  Helping to increase employment rates by creating new job
opportunities. Positive employment effects will be limited however,
without further reforms to the social security system, further labour
market reforms, active measures to reintegrate the large stock of
disabled workers, and further upskilling of the workforce. (OECD,
1999)

5.5 The Poldermodel’s Importance
In the Netherlands, the above-average economic growth (compared to
other member states of the European Union), the increase in employment,
the low rate of inflation, and the reduction of the budget deficit have
given rise to favourable comments by foreigners. They say that this
economic performance stems from a number of characteristics typical of
the Dutch economic order, which has even been given a name: the
poldermodel. It is also called the Dutch model and is very present in
economic life in the Netherlands. Because of its importance we will here
try to explain what the poldermodel entails.

Many people think that recent economic reforms in the Netherlands offer
a successful halfway house between Anglo-American free markets and
continental welfare states.

In the Netherlands, the Social and Economic Council (an advisory seem-
corporatist council for social and economic affairs) and the Labour
Foundation (a council for employers’ organisations and unions) have
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fulfilled important functions. Employers' organisations and unions are
called “social partners”.

Many in the Netherlands attribute their success to harmonious relations
between these social partners. They appear to think that this is what the
poldermodel boils down to, both in the past and in its present form.
Certainly such good relations play a role. But it is other factors which
have caused the poldermodel’s recent success. In the view of Wim
Duisenberg, a Dutchman who is now president of the European Central
Bank, the success of the Dutch economy stems from:
1. an improvement in state finances;
2. a pruning of the system of social security;
3. a more flexible labour market; and
4. a stable exchange rate between the Dutch guilder and the German

mark. (The Economist, May 22, 1999)

5.5.1 The characteristics of the Dutch economy
It has been claimed that the so-called Wassenaar Agreement of 1982 has
made Dutch success possible. At Wassenaar, a suburb of the Hague,
employers’ organisations and unions reached an agreement on wage
modernisation and the creation of jobs. But this agreement in fact led to
an erosion of the Rhineland model. It brought centralised wage
bargaining to an end and led to a release of market forces.
Decentralisation was a move away from the consultation economy and
towards the market.

Tax cuts played an important part in wage moderation. They increased
people’s purchasing power and thus made it possible to limit increases in
wages. Wage moderation has therefore not led to a shortfall in demand,
as originally feared by some. The tax cuts coincided with a decrease of
the budget deficit as a percentage of national income. Both were made
possible by a sizeable reduction of public spending following upon
restrictions in social security. Between 1980 and 1997 the purchasing
power held by those on the minimum wage went up by 28.8% in France.
In the Netherlands it went down by 21.3%. Hence the remarkable growth
in jobs.
Annual increases in Dutch jobs have averaged 1.6% over the past 15
years. That is four times the European average and is equal to the
American employment machine. Cutting taxes, not raising them, is the
way to create jobs. (The Economist, May 22, 1999)
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5.5.2 The Success of the Dutch Economy
The success of an economy can be measured in two ways. First, one can
measure it by GDP per capita. According to Eurostat, in 1998 the
Netherlands was still only ninth among the 15 European Union countries.
Second, employment. Job opportunities for low-skilled people remain
scarce. In the retail trade, American employment figures are 60% higher
than Dutch ones. Also, notwithstanding low official Dutch
unemployment (on this, the Netherlands scores better than Germany,
France and Italy), inactivity remains high. If statistics were to take into
account all those who are able to work but who receive social benefits
instead, unemployment figures would rise to over 20% of the labour
force.

Viewed in this light, the recent success of the Dutch economy is merely
relative to a worse past. Of course, improvements have been made. The
share of public expenditure in national income was 66% in 1985. Now it
is 50%. The government has made social security less collective by
allowing privatisation and introducing market elements. In doing so, it
has supported the setting of wages in private markets. It has also invested
in infrastructure. But a favourable trade cycle helped too. More structural
reforms are needed to improve Dutch performance and increase
participation in the labour market. (The Economist, May 22, 1999)
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6 Empirical data
In this part we will further elaborate the Dutch situation
based on our findings. This empirical part is built on the
interviews conducted in the Netherlands as well as
additional written material that complements the spoken
word. The written material is taken both from government
sources and from economic publications where government
officials have been interviewed. These sources will provide
us with additional information about what measures have
been taken in order to attract foreign direct investments and
thus foreign skilled workforce.

This chapter is divided into the three parts of the general outline of the
thesis. However we will in this chapter change the order of the three, to
connect more easily to the previous chapter on the Netherlands. The first
part is on what the natural conditions for the Netherlands are, followed
by a section on the general situation for companies wanting to invest in
the Netherlands. The last chapter describes the circumstances for
individuals moving to and living in the Netherlands.

6.1 The Netherlands on a National Level
In an article revealing Europe’s investment winners published in
Corporate Location (1st Quarter 2000), the author maintains that west is
best. The first ever league table of foreign direct investment (FDI)
success shows the UK striding ahead of its European partners in
attracting foreign investment over the last three years. Ireland, France,
Belgium and the Netherlands are the closest contenders, showing that
most first-time investors stay as close to the Atlantic as they can. The
report, called The European Investment Monitor (EIM) rankings, was
carried out by Ernst & Young and looked at more than 6,000 FDI
projects in Europe between January 1997 and June 1999. According to
another survey done by Ernst & Young, the Netherlands rates very high
on the location list for foreign investors. The central location of The
Netherlands is one of the most frequently cited plus points.

In our interviews some of the criteria being mentioned as reasons for the
Netherlands’ success are good infrastructure and transportation. Seyit
Yeyden at the Euroselexxion agency pointed out that this is one area
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where the Netherlands is very strong with Rotterdam Port, as well as the
proximity to the harbour in Antwerp in Belgium.
Long known as the gateway to Europe, the Netherlands has the world’s
busiest port in Rotterdam, and Amsterdam’s international airport
Schiphol, which has been consistently chosen as Europe’s best airport.

The Economist Intelligence Unit’s (EIU) latest business environment
rankings predict that the Netherlands will be the best country in the
world to conduct business over the next five years. Unlike many other
economies, the Netherlands has no obvious weakness in its business
environment - the political system is stable and effective, the labour
market flexible, the financial sector efficient, and the macroeconomic
environment is excellent.

During most of our interviews other issues such as educated labour and
advanced physical infrastructures were raised. Further fortifying the
Netherlands’ position as a leading business climate were such
phenomena as greater labour market flexibility, a lowering of corporate
and income taxes and further privatisation, all of which are factors a
government can influence. Although these are all very legitimate reasons
to invest in a certain country, Jochem Hanse, commissioner at the
Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency pointed out to us the fact that a
lot of the establishments are made for less rational reasons. He took as an
example Silicon Valley, where an IT company simply has to locate in
order to have some credibility. These international trends could also
influence a company’s decision to locate in the Netherlands.

6.1.1 Industries where the Netherlands has a strong profile

6.1.1.1 Logistics
The Netherlands is an ideal location for European logistical centres,
according to Jochem Hanse at the NFIA. Many companies, such as
Canon, Hewlett-Packard, IBM and Texas Instruments, have chosen to
establish their logistical centres in The Netherlands.

This is due to a number of factors such as its central location in Europe,
its advanced infrastructure, its highly developed logistics service sector,
its international trade tradition, its multilingual capabilities and its
efficient and flexible customs.
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Other important factors that are in favour of The Netherlands is its
favourable investment climate due to a flexible labour market, stable
political and economic environment and generous tax laws. Nissan is an
excellent example of a satisfied investor who was aided by the Ministry
of Economic Affairs and the City of Amsterdam.

Furthermore, the Dutch customs helped this company with the
availability of flexible clearance procedures to meet the needs of Nissan.
According to the general manager of supply and distribution at Nissan,
the government had a significant impact on Nissan’s decision to expand
its Dutch operations in the 1980’s (NFIA, 1997).

6.1.1.2 Petrochemical Industry
The chemical industry has long been a vital sector in the Dutch economy,
responsible for roughly 18% of the country’s total industrial output. The
advanced infrastructure makes the Netherlands a popular location for
chemical companies. According to Maarten Cornet, researcher at the
CPB, this infrastructure includes chemical clusters, excellent road, air,
railway and water connections, and an efficient underground pipeline
system and modern facilities for chemical storage.

Beyond the manufacturing realm, an increasing number of chemical
firms have chosen to establish their European headquarters or back
offices in the Netherlands because of the country’s favourable tax
system, according to Chemical Week (Sep 27, 2000). Some of the most
favourable issues of the tax system will be described later on in the
report.

6.1.1.3 ICT – Information & Communication Technology
The Netherlands is home to the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AIE), the
largest Internet Exchange in continental Europe according to Hans
Bekius at the Ministry for Economic Affairs. The AIE guarantees
excellent connectivity to Europe and the world for its Internet Service
Provider (ISP) members.

Mr Bekius also told us that the Netherlands boasts one of the largest
bandwidths in Europe, and the government has initiated the GigaPort
project, which is the next generation in Internet connectivity and it will
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ensure that the Netherlands maintains high-speed, state-of-the-art
networks into the next century. (NFIA, 2000)

Mr Bekius, who is the deputy managing director of the ICT directorate
informed us about projects being initiated at universities and
technological centres around the Netherlands to further enhance the ICT
industry in the Netherlands, through increasing the co-operation between
universities and the private sector. The Netherlands can also offer an
educated, Internet-knowledgeable population.

6.1.2 Government Actions to attract FDI to the Netherlands
The Dutch government has in close consultation with its corporate sector
created a strong labour model that could simultaneously adjust to the
market and business cycles and meet the needs of its workers. Mr Hanse
at the NFIA claims that this form of “flexi-labour” has created a dynamic
sector in the workforce that would be willing to work flexible hours and
sign on to short-term contracts, while being paid full benefits by the
employment service.

Thanks to the Dutch availability of flexible and qualified labour
companies gain cost-effectiveness of their operations. (NFIA, 2000)
Companies can choose to partner with Dutch employment agencies in
order to have a steady supply of workforce, when needed. When the
Dutch workforce is not enough, there are agencies specialising in finding
workforce abroad, for example the Euroselexxion agency. The agency is
located near the German border, and has thus excellent access to the
German labour market when needed.

Another important instrument being mentioned during many of the
interviews is to increase the co-operation between universities and the
private sector in order to more quickly gain advantages on the market
through the research done in universities and technological institutions.
For this reason, the NFIA will continue its efforts to attract this type of
companies, with particular focus on areas of technology where the
Netherlands can offer investors an attractive investment climate, such as
ICT, chemicals, and life sciences.

According to Mr Bekius, the Ministry for Economic Affairs has also
started an initiative together with the Ministry for Education in order to
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increase the number of Dutch opting for an education within the
technological field, such as engineering.
The creation of four top technology institutes reflects the wishes of
government, industry and research institutes to work together in the area
of strategic research. During 1998 some top class research schools started
that will provide a powerful stimulus for the quality of scientific research
in the Netherlands.

6.2 The Netherlands on an Organisational Level
Knowledge is the key word for the Netherlands Agency for Foreign
Investment (www.nfia.com) in 2000, both in terms of the foreign
companies that it wants to attract to the Netherlands and of the
organisation itself and the relationship with its regional and local
partners. Knowledge is also a priority within the organisation and plays
an important role in the relationship between the NFIA and its partners.
The NFIA means that the success in attracting foreign companies is
increasingly determined by the standard of service, and especially the
quality of the information provided. Information must be up-to-date,
reliable, and meet the needs of the individual client. (www.nfia.com)

This is why the NFIA collects information about its clients and the areas
- geographic, technological and sectoral - in which there are foreign
companies interested in setting up or expanding in Europe. The NFIA
regularly review whether the geographic distribution and staffing of the
NFIA office network still match developments in the market, an example
of which is the opening in 1999 of a new NFIA satellite office in Boston.
The decision was based on the rapid growth of high-tech investment in
software, Internet-related activities, and life sciences in and from
Massachusetts. (www.nfia.com)

Both Mr Hanse and Mr Bekius told us that there are also subsidies in use,
mainly of a regional character, where companies locating in certain areas
receive funds from the government.

6.2.1 Tax relieves
It is widely acknowledged that an important reason for the attractiveness
of the Netherlands to both individuals and corporations is its favourable
fiscal climate. The Dutch taxes are perceived to be especially favourable
compared to the other EU member states. We intend to cover some of the
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points, which the Dutch Ministry of Finance considers specific features
of the Dutch tax system.
•  Unilateral double taxation relief through the Royal Decree for the

Avoidance of Double taxation, which may be applicable in the
absence of a tax treaty.

•  The absence of withholding tax on outgoing interest and royalty
payments.

•  The participation exemption, which makes that all the benefits related
to a qualifying shareholding, including cash dividends, dividends-in-
kind, bonus shares, hidden profit distributions and capital gains are
exempt from Dutch corporate income tax.

•  R&D allowance, the wage tax allowance regarding R&D activities.
•  The Dutch ruling.
•  The 35% concession for non-residents
These are also the points brought up by Mr Hessel Keulen, finance
director at Pronam, an international real estate company, when asked to
indicate the most important factors. He gave us the detailed information
about some of the tax relieves described below.

6.2.1.1 Corporate tax
The corporate tax rate of the Netherlands is quite similar to that of its
neighbouring countries, however it is the advanced tax rulings that are
unique for The Netherlands. Therefore, when operating in or through the
Netherlands there are various tax planning techniques that can be used to
mitigate the effects of the effective tax rate on distribution, warehousing,
sales and manufacturing. In order for a foreign firm to benefit from these
rules it is possible for them to consult the Dutch tax authorities who will
carry out an advanced tax ruling for the enterprise.

6.2.1.2 Tax rules for Dutch-Based Groups
General accounting principles require that income from inter-company
financing activities and portfolio investments is included in taxable
income. However, a recent change in the Dutch fiscal system means that
a certain portion of this income may be deducted from the taxable
income. Dutch registered companies and Dutch subsidiaries of
international groups will now be able to create a reserve for the specific
risks associated with financing activities and ownership of foreign share
holdings or subsidiaries (NFIA – Taxation manual, 2000).
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6.2.1.3 Advance tax ruling
According to Mr Bekius at the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, the
advanced tax ruling is one of the most attractive features of Dutch tax
law. This implies that a foreign enterprise can consult the Dutch tax
authorities about what benefits and restrictions apply to their
presumptive business in The Netherlands. The Dutch tax authorities then
make an advance tax ruling which in effect is a commitment that binds
the tax authority to the application set up in agreement with the
enterprise. In this way the Dutch government hopes to attract
international investors to The Netherlands by granting them certainty in
advance about their tax position. According to the Secretary of Finance,
it is a general confirmation by the tax inspector that a method of
calculating the taxable profit will remain stable over time and not change.

Another advantage for the Netherlands is the taxsystem’s transparency,
which entails a very easy process for foreign companies moving to the
Netherlands, since they can get all the help they could want in a very
open and efficient way. Most of the people we have spoken to have
pointed out the Dutch system as one of the more important factors for a
company deciding where to locate, although they admit to questioning
whether it is the most important ones. Several times it was said that since
the Netherlands is a member of the European Union, the tax regulation in
the long run can not deviate very much from that in other member states.
This implies that the benefits for foreigners in the present tax system will
not be applicable in a long-term perspective.

6.3 The Netherlands on an Individual Level
Also on an individual level, there have been some adjustments to the tax
system. Mr Keulen informed us that among other things the Dutch
Ministry of Finance has created the 35% ruling. This implies that an
expatriate is granted a special tax-exempt allowance of 35%. The
qualifying rules for this tax deduction are the following:

1. The employee must be transferred to the Netherlands
2. She/he must be employed by a Dutch wage tax withholding agent
3. She/he must have specific professional expertise, which is not readily

available on the Dutch labour market.
4. She/he must together with the employer, file a request with the

authorised inspector in Heerlen.
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6.3.1  Job Creation in the Netherlands
Although Dutch labour law provides for rather extensive job protection,
this has not turned out to be an obstacle to a prosperous development of
the Dutch economy as a gateway to Europe, compared, for example, to
the situation in France and Germany. The present successful social
economic poldermodel also comprises certain developments in Dutch
labour law. There is a slight tendency towards a more flexible labour law.
However, these developments do not undermine a proper protection for
the employees, this including executives and managing directors. (Dutch
Ministry of Finance,2000)

6.3.2 Entry and Work Permits in the Netherlands
Citizens of most countries, including the US, do not require a visa. If a
foreigner, a non-EU national, intends to stay longer than three months in
The Netherlands, a residence permit is required. Most foreigners have to
apply for an authorisation for temporary stay at the Dutch embassy or
consulate in their country. The laws and regulation in this area can be an
obstacle for some immigrants, more specifically those coming from an
Asian country. This is one of the reasons for companies moving all or
part of their business to Asia, notably within computer programming.
(www.eiu.com)

Residents of any of the member states of the EU have the same right to
be employed in another member state. Within three months of arrival, EU
nationals must obtain an EU residence card. All non-EU nationals must
obtain a work permit. The permit is issued on behalf of the minister of
social affairs and employment. A permit is issued on the condition that
no equally suitable Dutch national is available for the job.
(www.eiu.com)

6.3.3 Equal Access to Employment
As a consequence of EU regulations, the principle of equal treatment of
men and women has been incorporated into Dutch labour law. The
provisions comprise equal treatment with regard to entering into or
terminating employment agreements, wages and other conditions. An
employee who has been improperly treated may submit a case to the
Equal Treatment Committee or initiate proceedings in court. Not only
direct but also indirect distinction between men and women is prohibited.
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Discrimination based on race is prohibited and is a criminal offence.
(www.eiu.com)
Under Dutch labour law discrimination without justification is
considered a breach of contract, an act of tort or may result in a claim for
damages e.g. because of “obviously unreasonable” dismissal.

6.3.4 Foreigners’ Opinions on Living in the Netherlands
The Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs asked executives of six
American corporations about their absolute priorities when moving
abroad, the factors they cited as being the most important were the
following: accommodation, personal security, schooling for children,
leisure facilities, environment and cultural and social facilities.

The Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency has questioned several
expatriates about what they think of living in The Netherlands. The
results of these interviews can be found in one of the many publications
the NFIA gives out each year. One of the expatriates pointed out the
privilege of living in a country where everybody speaks English, where
the infrastructure is well functioning and where there is a lot of culture
and history. However, this very same person mentioned the fact that the
first few months abroad were no bed of roses, but that the adjustment
period depends very much upon the individual himself. Another
expatriate stressed the importance she put on the schooling of her
children. Thanks to the abundant access of international and American
schools her family found it easy to settle in. (NFIA, 2000)

The Dutch lifestyle is another factor that many expatriates favour.
Usually it is perceived as healthy and liberal, which many find easy to
adjust to, even though some aspects such as the sex and drug liberal
attitude of the Dutch perplex especially the Americans who are used to a
more strict tradition regarding these issues. A manager at 3M pointed out
the importance that English is used as a business language while his
daughter, studying at a university in Leiden, said that the Dutch are very
good at languages, usually being able to speak both German and French.
(NFIA, 2000)

He also appreciated the work of an organisation called Access whose
goal is to make living in the Netherlands easier. They provide assistance
in English through a telephone information line, as well as by organising
workshops and offering counselling referrals. (NFIA, 2000)
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The fact that the Netherlands is centrally located is a very popular
feature. One family compared living in the Netherlands to living in
England where they had spent a couple of years. They preferred the
higher quality of life, the central location and the tolerance of the Dutch
people which made it much more pleasant living in the Netherlands. The
husband in the family also pointed out the accessibility of Amsterdam or
any other city, as the public transportation system is excellent and the
distances are short. (NFIA, 2000)
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7 Analysis
In this section we will compare the data gathered about the
government’s actions regarding FDI and immigration of skilled
labour and the theoretical framework presented in earlier chapters.
The analysis will be divided into three parts to make it easier to
follow our reasoning on the governmental influence on the three
different levels described throughout the thesis.

7.1 Governmental Influence on the Individual Level
Our problem involves the migration of skilled labour and what has been
done in the Netherlands to attain a net inflow of this type of individuals.
What is therefore the first issue to take into consideration is the reason
for migration. Lee pointed out such reasons as positive and negative
factors associated with the point of origin and destination as being
responsible for an individual’s decision to migrate. The measures taken
by the Dutch government is in accordance with what Lee calls factors
associated with the area of destination, since they are the only ones they
can affect and thus change. This can be for example the lowering of the
taxes for expatriates in the Netherlands by 35% during the first 10 years
or increasing language education in the schools, in order to have
multilingual citizens. What we have seen in the case of the Netherlands is
that most of the people moving to the country seem to be only staying for
a short period of time, maybe only for a few years. This is in accordance
with Findley’s opinion about skill exchanges, rather than a complete
brain gain or brain drain.

7.1.1 Rationality of the Decision to Move to the Netherlands
Despite the pros and cons of factors at destination and origin it is
important to acknowledge, as before mentioned, that a decision to
migrate is not an entirely rational decision. Important factors for moving
abroad are personal factors. The importance of these personal factors to
the individual’s propensity to migrate varies with each individual, some
need more compelling reasons to migrate while others need less. As we
have seen from the interviews done with expatriates, the actual move
tended to be more or less difficult depending on the individual’s ability
to adapt to a new environment. The ability for a government to influence
the personal factors of a potential migrant is of course very limited.
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The interesting point from a government point of view is what can be
done to increase the attractive elements of the rational factors associated
with the destination country.

As can be concluded when consulting the research of Findlay, the
individual’s decision to migrate is also dependent upon the different
mechanisms that channel migration. We have seen that the two motors of
migration of highly skilled workers are the globalisation of production
involving the internal labour markets of MNCs and economic growth.
We will below in turn describe the Dutch position concerning these two
motors of influence.

7.2 Governmental Influence on the Organisational
Level

7.2.1 Globalisation of Production
The Dutch investment climate is attractive to a wide range of businesses.
For instance, The Economist Intelligence Unit predicted that the
Netherlands will be the best country in the world to conduct business
over the next five years. The favourable investment climate has attracted
many MNCs, including Acer, Hewlett-Packard, IBM and Texas
Instruments. The Netherlands typically excel within the fields of
petrochemical industry, logistics and ICT. These can be said to be the
industries that constitute the comparative advantages of the Netherlands
due to the geographical location, the infrastructure and the trade
traditions prevalent in the country.

We believe that these companies constitute a source of competence
inflow since their internal labour markets channel individuals with
special skills into the Netherlands. The MNCs have a large international
“staff-stock” where the firms can find skilled people willing to move to
the Netherlands. When they cannot find the competence they need within
their own firms, they contact recruitment agencies where they can be
helped with all issues concerning the hiring of foreign skilled workforce.
Many smaller companies primarily recruit domestic personnel, since this
is cheaper and easier, and then maybe without the help of employment
agencies. In the Netherlands employment agencies are abundant, making
it easy for a company should they opt to use one.
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Attributed to the fact that much of the industries in the Netherlands
consume a high degree of technical competence, there are a high
proportion of expatriates in these companies. This is due to the low level
of domestic expertise within areas such as petroleum, electronics and
organic industries such as the ICT sector.

7.2.1.1 Logistics
The geographical location of the Netherlands has made it an ideal centre
for logistical operations. Disregarding the geographical aspect, it is the
advanced infrastructure, logistical services, international trade traditions,
multilingual capabilities and a flexible customs that has been the major
reasons for an influx of logistic MNCs to the Netherlands. Here it is
evident that such long term governmental projects such as improvement
of infrastructure and language education has paid-off. Also, the long and
genuine trade traditions seem to have influenced the Dutch government
to encourage a flexible customs and a generous, helpful attitude towards
foreign investors.

7.2.1.2 Petrochemical Industry
The petrochemical industry is highly developed in the Netherlands,
which has laid the foundation for an advanced infrastructure for location
of petrochemical operations in the Netherlands. These factors are of
course attractive for petrochemical industries around the world.
Combined with the central geographical location of the Netherlands it is
seen as an attractive place for MNCs to establish their European
operations. The favourable tax system has also been cited to be an
important reason for many of the petrochemical firm investments in the
Netherlands.

7.2.1.3 Information & Communications Technology (ICT)
As we have accounted for the Information & Communication
Technology (ICT) is very advanced in the Netherlands compared to
international standards. The Amsterdam Internet Exchange, the Gigaport
project and the initiative to increase the co-operation between
universities and the private sector are excellent examples of factors
which the Dutch government has encouraged to increase the
attractiveness for foreign direct investments in the Netherlands.
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7.2.2 Economic Growth
The second motor of migration is economic growth. This phenomenon
produces another two channels of migration besides that of the internal
labour markets of MNCs. The Netherlands has seen a relatively better
economic growth than many of its European neighbours. For instance the
Dutch GDP has increased by 3,6% in 1999, which is the fourth
consecutive year in which the economy has expanded more than 3%.
Furthermore, the Dutch government has created an economic
environment, which is very stable. Inflation is low, the Dutch guilder is a
stable hard currency and the labour market is acknowledged for its
flexibility and scarcity of conflicts. Much of this economic affluence in
later years can be attributed to the successful Dutch poldermodel of the
post-war era.

We believe that the economic growth in recent years is one of the reasons
for the large amount of FDI in the Netherlands. Simple macroeconomic
principles indicate that there is a connection between government
spending and increases in GDP. Government spending could involve
such measures as the improvement of the Dutch infrastructure. Following
this, certain foreign companies can gain access to Dutch construction
contracts. This leads to the second channel of migration as the skilled
workforce is channelled through this mechanism. Reinforcing this
mechanism is the channel by which people are recruited through
international recruitment agencies. In our research we have not found any
indications that the Dutch government is in any way involved in the
activity of the recruitment agencies. However, as argued above they have
an influence in attracting foreign companies searching for international
contracts.

7.3 Governmental Influence on the National Level

7.3.1 Regulations
Even though Robinson explicitly refers government regulations to apply
for enterprises we believe that his theory of regulations can apply to
individuals in a similar context. One example of Dutch regulations
stimulating the transfer of foreign skills is the low barriers of entry. In
fact the citizens of most countries do not require a visa when visiting the
Netherlands for a period shorter than 3 months. Staying any longer
period of time requires a work permit for non-EU residents.
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However, this obstacle has proven to be more difficult for some
immigrants, particularly those coming from Asian countries. The fact that
the Netherlands is a part of the European Union, as well as the issue of
equal access of employment, has facilitated the transfer of foreign skills
within most European countries.

7.3.2 Tax Incentives
This is a lever, which the Dutch government has used to a great extent.
The Netherlands is renowned for being a tax haven for both individuals
and companies. However, it is important that one should not overrate the
importance of these tax incentives, as they should be seen in a larger
perspective as one of several issues contributing to the attractiveness of
the Netherlands both for individuals and enterprises. One measure that
perhaps orient itself directly towards the attraction of foreign competence
is the 35%-ruling, which applies specifically to skilled foreign
competence. However, in order to be eligible for this tax grant one has to
be employed by an enterprise acting in the Netherlands. The explicit
purpose of this rule is to attract foreign investment, further accentuating
the theory that migration of skilled individuals is dependent upon a form
of mechanism channelling this workforce.

7.3.3 Subsidies
Some regional subsidies are in use, but it should be noted that they are
available for domestic companies in the Netherlands as well, and are not
thus formulated in order to gain foreign investments.

What we have understood from our interviews is that the subsidies are of
less importance to companies when deciding where to locate, since the
sums involved are quite small when compared to the total cost of
establishment.

7.3.4 Reduction of Uncertainty
Robinson argues that uncertainty may be reduced by guarantee. The
transparency of the Dutch fiscal system, rendered possible due to the
advanced tax ruling policy, is one such factor that reduces the uncertainty
of establishing a business in the Netherlands.
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We maintain that another form of uncertainty reduction could be the tax
relieves introduced by the Dutch government. Such tax incentives as the
lower tax on R & D projects are of less importance investment wise,
since investments in R & D still are very expensive. We believe that once
a company has chosen a location for its’ R&D activities, it will not move
from that location unless the benefits are very large. This is why the tax
relief for R & D projects could be beneficial for companies starting up
new R & D centres in a long-term perspective. It could be advantageous
since the government shows their benevolent attitude towards this type of
activity, and hence reduce the uncertainty concerning the future of this
activity.

7.4 Why would an organisation or an individual locate
in the Netherlands?

This question is of course much dependent upon the nature of the activity
of the enterprise concerned. For instance, a company within logistics,
ICT or the petrochemical industry would probably prefer the Netherlands
with its favourable geographical location and the facilities concerning
these activities. There is also the issue of economic and political stability,
which is one of the Netherlands foremost advantages, even though many
other countries can compete in this respect.

A major priority of expanding companies is the focus on the human
capital of the organisation. The criteria important for companies
establishing abroad are therefore such issues as schooling quality, R & D
centres, openness of culture, proximity to desirable quality of life
offerings and housing. As we have seen, the Netherlands rates high on all
these issues.

Although the importance of location is, due to the technological solutions
available today, of diminishing importance, except for perhaps the
logistic industries, the access to efficient shipping remains a priority for
many companies. The Netherlands qualifies as one of the top countries in
respect to this matter. The port of Rotterdam is the largest port in the
world with excellent access to all the other infrastructure facilities. Also
of importance is the international airport of Schiphol, which is regarded
as one of Europe’s best airports.
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8 Conclusions
Below we will account for our general conclusions within the frame
of the three different levels with which we have worked throughout
the thesis. We will also conclude what the Netherlands has done in
respect to the issues accounted for in the report. Finally we will
conclude this section with a comment regarding the brain drain
brain gain issue.

8.1 Individual Level
This level involves the issues that attract highly skilled individuals to a
certain country regardless if they are channelled through an organisation.
Such individualistic aspects are for example tax regulations, quality of
life, political reasons or various trends. These are more or less possible
for a government to influence. The first three issues are possible for any
government to influence. For instance, tax regulations can be set to
favour expatriates with special competence, schools and infrastructure
can enhance the quality of life and participation in various international
political organisations such as the EU facilitate international movement
of skilled labour. The issue of various trends is a more difficult problem
for a government to influence. For instance, the Silicon Valley trend for
ICT companies is one example of the irrational behaviour that is largely
out of control for any government to influence.

8.2 Organisational Level
In this report we have seen that the migration of highly skilled
individuals are, to a large extent, dependent upon certain channels of
migration. The first and fore most reason or channel of brain gain
prospects are Foreign Direct Investments (FDI), in the form of MNCs or
other international companies establishing activities in a specific country.
This is the organisational level and, according to us, the main reason for
the migration of the highly skilled. We maintain that FDI and brain gain
are two inter-linked issues, which means that in order to stimulate brain
gain in a large extent a nation must also attract FDI. As we have seen, in
order to attract FDI a country can use a variety of governmental levers
such as regulations, tax incentives and uncertainty avoiding actions.
Economic growth, a well-developed infrastructure and a high quality of
life are yet other aspects that constitute prerequisites for attracting FDI.
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8.3 National Level
Finally we have the national level, which entails such actions taken by
the government at a national level to enhance FDI or attract foreign
competence. Economic growth and specialisation are two national
dimensions, which we have chosen to focus on. As we have seen in the
report economic growth follows increased government spending or
increased public or private investments. Enhancing these variables
attracts FDI, which as we have seen is an important channel for the
migration of the highly skilled.

Specialisation involves concentrating on producing those products,
which you are best at producing. In our case we apply this economic
theory on a national level by saying that a nation should specialise in
those areas in which they are most likely to excel. This implies that a
country needs to investigate and map its own natural traits, and then
maybe fine tune these in order to attract specific industries who could
benefit from these natural traits.

8.4 Why would an organisation or an individual locate
in the Netherlands?

In the case of the Netherlands we have recognised that an excellent
infrastructure, a stable and affluent economy and a high quality of life are
aspects that can be said to have been the major reasons for the inflow of
FDI and, consequently, foreign competence. However, it is important to
point out that there exist no unique reason for the Dutch brain gain
phenomenon, instead we maintain it to be a combination of several
factors. These factors of influence are of different characters; some are
possible to influence while some are impossible for any government to
control or influence. Such factors concern the geographical location or
national culture of a country.

The Netherlands is fortunate to be located in a favourable geographical
location in Europe, which attracts inter-continental as well as intra-
continental investments. The Dutch government has effectively made use
of the specific beneficial traits of the Netherlands, focusing on
constructing a well functioning infrastructure in a geographic region
were good communications is a vital factor of competitiveness.
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Investments in schooling facilities and R & D issues have also benefited
the Dutch brain gain in making the Netherlands an attractive investment
option for foreign organisations. Furthermore, they have a very tolerant
culture with ancient trading traditions making them more inclined to be
trade oriented and open-minded.

The actions taken by the Dutch government have at no point been with
the specific purpose to attract foreign skilled individuals. The first and
foremost interest of the Dutch government seems to have been to attract
foreign investments that generate surplus revenues for the Dutch State.
The brain gain phenomenon, we believe, is seen more of as a positive bi-
product of FDI. This is particularly evident when questioning Dutch
officials about the purpose of the very individualistic incentive such as
the 35%-rule, the explicit purpose of which has been to attract foreign
companies to settle in The Netherlands.

One factor that cannot be ignored is companies’ sensitiveness to
international trends. If one company move to a certain area and there is a
lot of publicity surrounding this event, then there may be another
company choosing the same location, which in turn leads to a third
company opting for the same spot, in order to gain advantages from
being near the others. This is how a trend could start, which in the end
could lead to a situation where all companies within a certain industry
feel that they have to be at that location where the first company located.

8.5 Brain Drain – Brain Gain
In the introduction to this thesis we posed the question whether brain
drain is necessarily bad for a country. This issue has not been specifically
treated in the report, either theoretically or empirically. Our conclusions
concerning this question are instead based on our accumulated
knowledge learnt during the research.

We want to claim that a brain drain in the short run is not necessarily a
bad affair for an industrialised country. This is due to the fact that most
citizens from an industrialised country will return to their native grounds
in due time. The issue of the time spent in a foreign country is important,
since it may be more difficult to arrive in one’s home country after 20
years than after only a couple of years abroad. When we say that brain
drain in the short run in not necessarily bad, we need to introduce this
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time aspect into the discussion. Speaking in terms of short run skill
exchanges we mean skilled workforce moving away from their native
country for a period of up to ten years. When moving back the person
will then bring back with them the knowledge and experience they have
gained while living in another industrialised country. It is also important
to point out, which we have mentioned earlier in the report, that our
reasoning throughout the thesis is based on migration from one
industrialised country to another industrialised country. If we were to
investigate the consequences when an unindustrialised country is
involved, our study may come to other conclusions.

Even though we speak about brain drain and brain gain as the physical
movement of higly skilled workforce, it is important to point out other
aspects, such as the added knowledge base to a country through the
people who have spent time in another country. The person returning to
his or her native country has most probably added knowledge which
implies a brain gain already for the individual person, and we hence draw
the conclusion that the accumulated brain gain for the expatriates who
return home is very beneficial to the original country. In the meantime,
the migrating skilled worker is beneficial to the receiving country. We
would therefore like to describe it as a win-win situation for all countries
if well educated specialists go abroad for at least some time in their lives.
This short-term migration should hence be encouraged by all
governments.

8.6 Authors’ closing words
To conclude this thesis we will return to the questions posed in the
opening chapter when we described the purpose of the report:

•  What is it in a new country that attracts highly skilled workforce?
We have seen this to be factors both rational, as tax regulations, quality
of life, political reasons but also irrational, such as trends or love.

•  Has anything been done in the Netherlands with the purpose to attract
highly skilled people?

The actions taken by the Dutch government have not been with the
purpose to attract foreign individuals, but rather to facilitate the transfer
of individuals due to foreign direct investments done in the Netherlands.
The influx in skilled individuals is thus a positive consequence of the
engagements made by the Dutch government in order to attract FDI.
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•  Does the Dutch government take any special actions to attract FDI?
We have seen that in the case of the Netherlands there has been a focus
from the government’s point of view to enhance the country’s natural
traits, as well as improving the conditions already competitive compared
to other countries. These improvements include introducing the
Amsterdam Internet Exchange, the Gigaport project and extending the
co-operation between universities and industries. Other changes have
been to the language education in Dutch schools, the infrastructure, and
decreasing the barriers of entry. Increasing the transparency of the tax
system has also been a key factor to the Dutch success in attracting FDI.

•  Is brain drain something countries should avoid?
In the long run, we claim that brain drain between industrialised
countries can be beneficial.
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APPENDIX 1
List of Interviewees

Jochem Hanse, Commissioner for Foreign Investment, Netherlands
Foreign Investment Agency

Hessel Keulen, Finance Director, Pronam B.V.

Maarten Cornet, Researcher, Knowledge Economics Unit, Netherlands
Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis

Seyit Yeyden, Consultant, Euroselexxion Recruitment Agency

Hans Bekius, Deputy Managing Director, ICT Directorate-General for
Industry, Dutch Ministry for Economic Affairs

Wouter Maagdenberg , Interlace Recruitment Agency


